Topic: Wild Things!

Maths and English

Science

Maths

Across the two terms we will become little scientists!

This term we will be extending our calculation skills

We will begin by looking for ‘wild things’ down in

to division and multiplication. We will also be ex-

the woods. We will be identifying the names of a

ploring shape and refreshing our number and addi-

variety of common animals, fish and amphibians.

tion and subtraction skills.

We will then be sorting animals into groups of her-

I will produce another guidance sheet in more detail

bivores, omnivores and carnivores. We will also be

about this.

thinking about our own ‘wild thing’ pets at home
and how we care for them.

Literacy

To fit with our ‘wild things’ topic we will also be

We will begin the new year by learning all about

looking at our own bodies! We will be learning

Emperor Penguins! We will begin by reading the book

about the different parts of the human body and

‘ The Emperors Egg’. The children will then write

how we can keep fit and healthy. The children will

their own fact books about Emperor Penguins. We

also be exploring their senses and how they help us

hope that we will be able to share them with you

to survive.

when they are ready :)

If you have any interesting resources or skills and

We will continue to work on our key signs of suc-

knowledge linked to either animals or the human

cess for writing. These are capital letters, full stops

body then please let us know!

and finger spaces. We will also challenge ourselves
to use wow words, story language and time words.

PE

D and T

The Christmas term was very busy! So we will continue to develop our

We will be designing our own healthy meal and thinking

gymnastic skills. To fit with our science topic we will also

be de-

about where our food comes from.

signing our own exercises to use different parts of our body.
Geography

Art

RE :Easter and Hindu-

Music

French and ICT

The children will be

We will be creating our

ism

The children will continue
to have weekly music ses-

Madame Kossmann will

learning about what

own ‘wild things’

PSHE: Working well to-

life is like in the Ant-

thinking about colour

gether and celebrating

arctica.

and pattern.

each other.

sions with Mrs Joliffe.

continue to take class
one on a Tuesday af-

ternoon :)

